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www.meetjack.nl

AN ADVENTUROUS, YOUNG
JACKFRUIT WHO DREAMS
OF BECOMING A STAR.

01. BRAND STORY
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Have you heard about Jack?

A fruit for meat lovers

Jack is this big-time fruit. in fact, he is the worlds largest
fruit, easily weighing 25kg and growing 40cm tall. He
drinks very little water and grows quickly without the
need for pesticides or chemicals.
And even though he has a rugged exterior, underneath
he is the meatiest textured fruit you will find. He truly is
every recipes’ ideal ingredient in-law.

Jack is a breath of fresh air in a world where chef’s struggle to come up with tasty, plantbased dishes to surprise their guests. He discovered that chef’s love him just the way he
is, fresh & raw. The meaty textured byte, combined with the ability to blend with all types
of spices, allows him to steal the show when it comes to the prize of “Greatest alternative
to satisfy carnivorous cravings.” Chef’s are starting use Jack to conquer the hearts of
meat lovers one bite at a time. Getting Jack closer to his dream of becoming perfect
guilt-free food pleasure in the world.

The New Fruit in Town.

A food star with a purpose

Jack is a true adventurer, a day dreamer who wants
to explore the world. In 2018, after meeting Kaline and
Marjolein in his home jungle of Asia, he made up his
mind to chase his dream: become a global food star.

The reality is that a jackfruit tree can produce up to 200 fruits per year, but more
1/3 of the jackfruit goes un-eaten. This gives farmers an excuse to cut-down the trees.
After all, better the financial profit than the rotting food.

He packed his bags, boarded a ship, and made the
journey north to The Netherlands, a country were he
could go toe to toe against the culinary greats of the day:
bitterballen, croquettes, burgers, and gyros. Today Jack
has become the only freshly, frozen jackfruit in Holland.

www.meetjack.nl

Jack, being firm believer of “one man’s problem, is another man’s blessing”, wants to
trigger a positive chain of events: more people eating jackfruit means more jackfruit
grows on trees, this makes jackfruit trees economically valuable for farmers, which in turn
helps prevent deforestation. In short, more food, more trees, no problems.
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02. TARGET AUDIENCE
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Jack is a fruit for chefs

It’s not easy being chef

Meet Jack is a company that imports and sells
jackfruit in the NL B2B market. We built our own
jackfruit supply chain to bring jackfruit from
South East Asia to the hands of chefs working
at restaurants or caterers. These chefs are
usually very busy, which means they shop for
their ingredients at large wholesale stores. This
makes wholesale stores, our biggest clients and
secondary audience.

Chefs continuously want to surprise guests with great dishes, typically relying on meat,
since the majority of them love their meat. However, times are changing, there is a
growing trend for plant-based cuisine that is triggering curiosity in even the strongest
of meat lovers. On top of that, people are starting to become more demanding when it
comes to the taste and health standards of ingredients used as meat alternatives. The
poor chefs, who would love nothing more than to focus on creative cooking, are on the
lookout for plant-based ingredients with the meaty texture needed to replace meat in their
guests all-time favorite dishes. This is where Jack comes into the picture…

www.meetjack.nl

No Jack without fans
Chef’s are not our target audience by chance, they are our direct connection to growing
fanbase. Many people out there are catching on to the need to adjust towards a more
plant-based diet. But let’s face it, this is no easy task. Many ingredients claim to be a great
alternative to meat, but they often fall short. When these meat lovers taste Jack a big
smile lands on their face: “Really, a fruit? It’s the perfect ingredient to trick my carnivorous
cravings!” Those words gives us the energy to keep chasing Jack’s dream: to become the
fruit on everyone’s menu, both at restaurants and people’s home.
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CHEFS STRUGGLE TO SERVE PLANT-BASED DISHES THAT PEOPLE LOVE.
WE PROVIDE FRESH, YOUNG JACKFRUIT, SO CHEFS CAN SERVE
DELICIOUS, MEATY TEXTURED BITES THAT TURN EVEN THE MOST
EXTREME MEAT LOVERS INTO RAVING FANS.
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JACKFRUIT SUPPLIERS IN NL
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Meatiest & tastiest

Market Analysis
Jack made it to NL with the hope of
being the only jackfruit in the B2B town.
However, other jackfruit mirrored his
move and, backed by larger companies,
seem to be here to stay.

One more on the block

Brand likability

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Jack is the freshest jackfruit in town. There
is no comparison, as soon as chefs try
it, they are surprised by the meatier bite
and better taste in comparison with Jack’s
canned brothers from another mother. On
top of that, chefs find a small preference
for Jack, since he comes from the only
charming female led company in town.

Plain
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PLANT-BASED FOOD SUPPLIERS IN NL
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Low in allergies

Market Analysis
Jackfruit is one of many ingredients available
for making plant-based dishes. Chefs see Jack’s
meaty texture as a great alternative to meat, but
there is fierce competition from other ingredients
that can step in to replace meat.
Processed

Non-processed

COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE
Our power comes from the freshness of raw
Jack. Farmers pick the jackfruit from the tree
and cut, package and freeze it within the day.
They then bag it and ship it to NL. Jack arrives
to NL in style, non-processed and checking off
all the allergy boxes 100% vegan, soy-free and
gluten-free.

High in allergies
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NOW THAT YOU KNOW A BIT ABOUT JACK I’M SURE YOU ARE FULL OF QUESTIONS.
THE NEXT FEW PAGES ARE WHAT WE HAVE GATHERED FROM JACK’S CLOSEST FRIENDS.
IN OUR OPINION THEY PAINT A NICE PICTURE OF JACK’S PERSONALITY,
HOW HE INTERACTS WITH OTHERS, AND HIS PURPOSE IN THIS WORLD.
ENJOY!
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5.1 BRAND CORE
Essence

A FRUIT FOR
MEAT LOVERS.
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Vision

Mission

Jack becomes everyone’s favorite
guilt free pleasure food.

Get meat lovers to eat jackfruit.

Values

Promises

• Adventurous. Be bold, explore,
and dare to do;
• Fun. You can always use a little
Jack in your life;
• Optimist. Believe that a lot of
Jack can change the world.

• The freshest, meatiest, ready-to-use jackfruit byte in town;
• Be a hero, you’ll have the ‘balls’ to please them all (meat lovers,
vegetarians, and vegans);
• Never a dull meal, one fruit with endless possibilities;
• It’s just a fresh fruit, from a tree to your plate;
• Timeless food, meat lovers’ favorite recipes, minus the meat;
• Guilt free food pleasure, help reduce meat consumption with every bite;
• Feel good food, the more you eat the more jackfruit grows on trees;
• Same cooking time, just as easy as cooking meat;
• Raw means raw, no soy, no gluten, high fibers;
• No worries, we know our jackfruit.
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Verbal
• Quirky. Just weird enough to be lovable and interesting, and he knows it;
• Savvy. A crazy expert that know his stuff;
• Original. Straight word shooter, no hairs in his tongue.

Visual
• Adventurous. A tough, rugged looking, explorer;
• Natural. A true Jack of all menus, the most social ingredient;
• Playful. That’s right, I’m as easy-going and fun as I look.
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Products & Services

Places & Events

Communication & Channels

•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• Instagram (Facebook). Follow Jack: Jack is a trending influencer sharing
special moments with the world;
• LinkedIn. Network Jack: Jack is a pro, he has time to play, but knows how
to get down to business;
• Website. Introduce Jack: what he is, why you should meet him, and where
you can find him;
• Email. Promote Jack: send recipes that inspire people to try-out their own
jackfruit dishes.

Bitterballen;
Croquettes;
Burgers;
Gyros;
Raw chunks & stripes.

Consumer foodie events;
Food fairs & events;
Food industry magazines;
Culinary media.

Partnerships & Collaborations

Technology

People, Talent & Behaviour

Incubators:
ImpactHub, Proveg;
Co-working spaces:
Food Union, Kitchen Republic;
Social Networks:
Social Enterprises NL,
Social Impact Factory, MVO
Nederland.

•
•
•
•
•

• Jack is our fearless leader;
• He communicates in a playful, yet professional way;
• He acts tough, like his rugged exterior, and interacts smoothly, like his
meaty textured interior;
• Our team is like Jack, savvy doers and unwavering optimists ready to
introduce Jack to the world.

Webflow to edit website;
Mailchimp to email leads;
Pipedrive to manage sales funnel;
Databox to create dashboards;
Slack to communicate with the team.
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0.1 BUSINESS MODEL CANVAS
Partners
• Suppliers: Jack’s childhood friend

that pushes him to chase his dream
(local farmers)

• Partners: Jack is a big fan of travel
buddies (shipping company)

• Storage: Jack’s chilling place before
being sold (Bull Meat)

• Packaging: Jack’s supply of moving
(Food Union)

• Social networks: Jack loves to hit the
local business scene (Social

• Enterprise NL, Social Impact Factory,
MVO)

• Incubators: Jack is aware that

knowledge is power (Impact Hub,
Proveg)

www.meetjack.nl

Activities
• Supply chain: Keep an eye on Jack’s

Value
• The freshest, meatiest, ready-to-use

• Marketing: Let the world know that

• Be a hero, you’ll have the ‘balls’ to

• Sales: Open up doors so Jack can

• Never a dull meal, one fruit with

• Support: Keep Jack’s fans happy;

• It’s just a fresh fruit, from a tree to

journey from tree to plate;
Jack is the way to go;

walk straight to the kitchen;

R&D: Develop new forms of Jack.

boxes (Bolscher/Lodewijck)

• Workspace: Jack’s team hangout

meetjack brandbook

jackfruit byte in town;

Relationships
• Automated services: you order jack,
you get jack.

please them all;

endless possibilities;

Jack’s dream is to make it all the way
to people’s home kitchen, but he
knows that he needs to take it one
step at a time.

your plate;

• Timeless food, meat lovers’ favorite
recipes, minus the meat;

Resources
• Process: collect, freeze, transport,
storage, produce products, sell.

• Content: recipes, posts, video
• Events: truck, kitchen gear
• Product development: kitchen

Customers
• Whole store purchase managers
• Restaurant chefs
• Catering chefs
• Chef production facilities managers

• Guilt free food pleasure, help reduce
meat consumption with every bite;

• Same cooking time, just as easy as
cooking meat;

• Raw means raw, no soy, no gluten,
high fibers.

Channels
• Social media: interact with Jack
(LinkedIn, Instagram, FB);

• Website: learn about Jack;
• Email: inspire people with Jack’s
recipes (Mailchimp);

• Events: taste Jack.

Cost Structure
• Product: jackfruit
• Supply chain: shipping, storage, package, deliver;
• Marketing & sales: advertisements, events, content
• General & administrative: salaries, office, telco, insurances, travel, licenses, accounting, legal
16

Revenue Streams
• Jack’s Bitterballen
• Jack’s Croquettes
• Jack’s Burgers

• Jack’s Gyros
• Jack’s Raw chunks & stripes

0.2 VALUE PROPOSITION CANVAS
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Value Proposition

Customer Profile
Gain creators

• Ready to use plant-based ingredient;
• An ingredient that mixes well with all spices;
• An ingredient people are curious to try;
• An ingredient people know.

Fresh young jackfruit
in different forms:

• Bitterballen;
• Croquettes;
• Burgers;
• Gyros;
• Raw chunks

Serve fresh, plantbased dishes that
people love.

Gains
Pains

• Plant-based ingredients lack meaty
texture and taste;

& stripes.

• Most plant-based meat alternatives

• Freshest jackfruit in town;
• Deliver jackfruit to chef’s door;
• Make jackfruit available at wholesale stores.

are processed;

• Too busy to look for new ingredients;
• Need to have guaranteed quality.

Pain relievers
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Customer jobs

Products & services

• Ready to cook jackfruit straight from the box;
• Promote jackfruit dishes on social media and events.

0.3 STORY BRAND CANVAS
1. A Character
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3. and meets a guide
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5. And calls themto action

Charactertransformation

What do they want?
Chefs want to serve delicious, plant-based
dishes that people love.

2. HAS A problem
Villian
Choice
External
Growing number of guests want to eat meat
free dishes.

Empathy

Direct

From

Jack’s team loves meat. They know how hard it
is to find a good meat free alternative to please
carnivorous cravings.

Order Jackfruit

Chef serving plant-based dishes that no meat
lover likes.

Authority

Transitional

To

• 20+ restaurants serve Jack on their menu;
• Dutchies ate 12k kg of jackfruit in one year;
• Jack is a regular in media & events spotlight;
• The word on the street is chefs love Jack.

• Download recipe book
• Subscribe to monthly recipe alert
• Order jackfruit sample box

4. who gives thema plan
Process

• Try: Order a sample box
• Order: Download the app and order jackfruit
• Serve: Put fruit on your menu and serve dishes
that people love

Internal
Don’t want to settle for ingredients without the
right meaty texture and tastiness.
Philosophical

A trendy chef serving plant-based dishes that
everyone raves about.

Agreement
Put jackfruit on your menu and meat lovers will
also love your plant-based dishes.

I should spend my time cooking instead of
researching endless meat alternatives.
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That ends in a success

and helps them avoid failure

• Serve dishes that people love;
• Happy customers keep coming back;
• People recommend you;
• More new customers;
• Surprise guests with new dishes;
• Serve health, tasty, good looking dishes.

• Miss out on meat loving clientele;
• Miss out on plant-based food trend;
• Stay ahead of competitors.

?

0.4 STORY MODEL
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Situation
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Vision

Actor / Setting / Problem

Acquisition / Solution / Experience

Wrapping up his full day of cooking, Pim leans back as he watches his young colleagues pack up 200
vegetarian taco’s. Poor meat lovers he thinks to himself. One of his regular clients placed an order for his end
of the year soccer tournament. He used to order regular tacos for business meetings, but recently the guy
decided to cut down on meat and started requesting vegetarian versions of some of his favourite meat dishes.
Pim knows there is no fooling true meat lovers with any of the meat alternatives he’s been using in the past
few months. He can already imagine hungry soccer players take a bite of fresh vegetarian taco’s and both
silently and out loud curse the souls of both the one who ordered it and the one who made it. Pim almost
managed to make them taste like meat, but the lack of meaty texture gives it away.

This time around at Horecava, Pim is on mission. He is looking at the impressive map of RAI searching for
the shortest route to the Food Startup Lab at the other side of the building. After 15 min of wrestling himself
through the masses, he finds himself amongst food startup booths tasting different products. One booth
stands out. Decorated as a little piece of jungle with what must be 20 or 30 kg heavy jackfruits hanging on the
wall. Pim remembers hearing the name Meet Jack from some of his colleagues. He never paid much attention,
having already tried and dismissed jackfruit because of the canned taste, He gives this one a chance though.
Hard to ignore a beautiful woman coming at you with a tray. Pim is intrigued…the rendang he grabs from the
plate actually has the meaty bite of beef. As if she read his mind, Kaline smiles and tells him: “We use fresh
frozen jackfruit.” Pim smiles again as he realises ‘and it’s just a fruit!’

Pim feels his phone vibrate in his pocket. New order coming in: 300 vegetarian burgers for a graduation day
at an international school. And there we go, list of allergies, starting with soy…

A month later, Pim hands over 300 Jackfruit burgers to a delivery guy. No fears this time. He already watches
some of his closest friends and notorious meat lovers enjoy his new recipe. Though these burgers are going
to American kids and teachers….. if they order again, he’ll have his answer.

Insights
Generalisations derived from an individual story.
Chefs are getting more requests for vegan dishes, along with special diet requests or allergy warnings.
Chefs struggle to please their meat loving audience with vegetarian dishes that match the taste and texture of meat dishes.
Chefs rely on places they know or word of mouth when they scout for new ingredients.
Clients of the company ask for more vegan dishes, along with special diet requests or allergy warnings.
Chefs are sensitive to the latest food trends.
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Situation
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Vision

Actor / Setting / Problem

Acquisition / Solution / Experience

Mid-March. For the past few days, Juan seems to hear the clock ticking even while he’s sleeping. The new
menu needs to be printed and ready to serve by April 1st and he is not nearly ready. Every 4 months, Juan
challenges himself to create a new seasonal menu. A nice mix of old time favourites and experimental recipes,
all relying on fresh, local ingredients. And it pays off! Juan is a name you hear a lot in cook schools and LIME
has a reputation to live up to. He often thinks about the irony: what makes him and LIME so famous is what
he hates the most about his job, mainly the pressure to continuously surprise his guests and keep up with the
self-imposed high standards.

Two days later, Juan is making his Peruvian ceviche on a special request from a few friends coming over for game
night. Old grandma recipe, everyone loves it. He always thought his home-country’s traditional dishes are too simple
to put on LIME’s menu. Though, ceviche could be a great Spring dish…if he could somehow figure out how to give it
an unexpected twist. A few hours later, all of the ceviche and his happy-fed friends are gone. Juan, not quite ready
for bed, pulls his phone from the pocket and scrolls through Instagram. He recently created an account more out of
professional necessity than personal interest and started following few top chefs and food trend setters, who are
now hijacking his feed with new recipes. He laughs at the name “Nacho Fools”, a jackfruit recipe shared by Meet
Jack. He’s been seeing them a lot lately. Jackfruit ceviche…could that work? He hasn’t used jackfruit in his recipes for
a while now. He clicks through to Meet Jack website, sees they sell their jackfruit at his favourite wholesale store and
takes a mental note to pick up some next time he’s there. About ready for bed, Juan starts hearing the clock tick again.
Website still open on his phone, he notices the option to order a free sample box. What the hell…he orders one and
heads to bed.

Four recipes down, one more to go. Always saving the star dish for last. This Spring menu an experimental
plant-based dish that steals the show. Juan knows by now that, for most of his guests, the culinary experience
is no longer about the taste alone. Hell…most dishes get shared on Instagram before guests even taste them.
Hence, Juan ‘just’ needs one more great looking tasty Spring dish. As he jumps on his bike to work, his souschef apps him that he caught a flu and needs to stay home for few days.

Insights
Generalisations derived from an individual story.
Chefs feel the pressure to keep innovating their menu to keep up with the latest trends.
Guests are growing more demanding on their nights out: food they order needs to taste good but also look good.
Beyond traditional culinary experience, guests also want to experience something they can share and talk about.
Chefs are not easily influenced by social media and prefer to shop at wholesale stores.
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Week later, 1 sample box later, 2 additional kilos of naked jack later, jackfruit ceviche is ready for tasting. Juan
is expecting his sous chef back at work today and wants his opinion before he finalises the Spring menu. He always
pulls it off last minute with few extra recipes in his back sleeve. Jack will be starring in his Spring menu, that much he
knows. The only question is in which of the three jackfruit recipes lined up to taste.

0.4 STORY MODEL
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Situation
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Vision

Actor / Setting / Problem

Acquisition / Solution / Experience

It’s 10.00 in the morning and Jacob is slowly sipping his second coffee as he wraps up his morning mail session.
Something he recently picked up at a managerial course: start the day with a clean mailbox. He still misses the old days
in the kitchen: shopping in the morning and cooking in the afternoon. He looks at his phone and sees new messages
on WhatsApp and LinkedIN and realises that it’s been only 2 years ago that he was still walking around with an old
school Nokia in his pocket, using it only to call his friends and family. He doesn’t regret the choice. It’s a token of great
achievement in his industry to be offered a job as head of concept development at Kok Brigade. Plus hard to say no to that
salary offer. And though his kids are almost grown ups, Jacob felt he ought it to his wife to start eating dinners at home.

Jacob is looking at his iPhone. A LinkedIn notification that Marjolein shared a new article. She’s been friendly
stalking him for months now, ever since she and her partner set up the supply chain of jackfruit in the Netherlands.
The article shows a full cover story in Trouw about Meet Jack’s startup journey. He’s been secretly following them
too. Jacob admires Marjolein’s endless energy and optimism and complete lack of ability to take ‘no’ for an answer.
He talked himself into trying their jackfruit on multiple occasions. He even used it to create some dishes of his own.
Jacob likes the meaty texture of the fruit. It really is a great ingredient to fool a meat lover. And he has his own recipe
for taco’s to prove it. Jackfruit being just fresh frozen fruit already ticks off most, though not yet all quality standard
boxes at the Brigade. In their last phone call, Jacob shared his concerns with Marjolein about the reliability of their
supply chain. He explained that people in his industry are naturally hesitant to work with new suppliers and that his job
is to balance between innovation, quality and reliability. For Jacob, this means that he puts his own reputation at stake
every time he chooses to work with a new supplier. He had to say no again, though he felt they were almost there, or
at least, that they were worth the risk. He continues to read the article and whispers to himself: ”Keep at it ladies.”

His new world has turned into a virtual kitchen, and he is now the one that sets the new standards, shapes the new trends.
A cook for the chefs as they say at the Brigade. With this role comes greater sense of responsibility and somehow that
limits the freedom to experiment. He’s been postponing it for a while, but customers’ demand for more plant-based food
is growing and he really needs to scout for greater variety of meat alternative ingredients. Plenty food startups shouting
innovation find their way into his LinkedIn and mailbox, but most fail to check off all boxes when it comes to quality
standards that Jacob is tasked to safeguard.

Insights
Generalisations derived from an individual story.
Chefs are influenced by other chefs.
Chefs are experimental with their recipes, less so with new ingredients on the market.
Chefs prefer to use ingredients they know works well and are trusted by their colleagues.
Knowing who to target and being persistent about it is the key to entering the world of chefs.
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Four weeks later, Jacob sips his morning coffee as he opens his mail box. Another email from Marjolein. They
managed to check off the final box. She is asking him if he would like another sample box to play with. He would’t.
Time to take the chance. He wants 300 kg of naked jackfruit. Taco’s are ready to go.
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01. INTRO
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MEET JACK, A FRUIT FOR MEAT LOVERS
Have you never met Jack? Let us fix that right now…
Jack is a jackfruit. He is the worlds largest fruit, easily weighing 25kg
and growing 40cm tall. He needs very little water and grows quickly
on trees without the need for pesticides or chemicals. It is also
worth mentioning that he is the meatiest textured fruit you will find.
In a world where chef’s struggle to come up with tasty, plant-based
dishes to surprise guests, Jack has become a solution. When fresh
and young he has a meaty textured byte and the ability to blend with
all types of spices, which allows him to steal the show when it comes
to the prize of “Greatest alternative to satisfy carnivorous cravings.”
Chef’s are starting to use Jack to conquer the hearts of meat lovers
one bite at a time. Getting Jack closer to his dream of becoming
perfect guilt-free food pleasure in the world.
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Main rules to use design
elements of brand

JACK’S BASIC RULES
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02. LOGOTYPE

meetjack guideline:
basic rules

Master logo
The Meet Jack master logo should be
presented as a single image, which
includes the ‘Meet Jack’ typography
and jackfruit icon.
Jack’s logo loves bright or dark
backgrounds. When in doubt just ask
yourself “is the background even and
the logo readable?” If yes, Jack will be
a happy camper.

Single colour logo
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02. LOGOTYPE
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basic rules

Typography logo
You can also use Typography on its own
for those cases where the name will do.
Same logo rules apply. Bright or dark
backgrounds and when in doubt just ask
yourself “is the background even and the
logo readable?” If yes, Jack will be
a happy camper.

Minimum size of typography logo

Minimum size of logotype is 10 mm.
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02. LOGOTYPE
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1,5x
3x

Minimum clear-space
Jack is similar to other superstars when
it comes to his space.

x

2x
6x

It’s simple, whether the master logo or
typography logo, no text or other images
should step inside his boundaries.

6x

2x
x

3x

1,5x

10x

10x

x

2x

4x
4x
2x

6x
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x
6x

03. ICON
Icon (jackfruit)
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Jackfruit on white background

Example of crop

Jack, aka the jackfruit, is an icon that can
be used as a main graphic element.
It can be any size. If you want to crop
Jack, do this either from the right or
bottom sides. Remember to keep
Jack happy by making sure that the
background is even and the jackfruit is
clearly visible.

Jackfruit on black background
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04. TYPOGRAPHY
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AMATIC SC BOLD
Accent Typeface

Font families.
Jack is very ’special’ when it comes to
his handwriting. He magically adapts it
depending to the importance of what he
needs to write. Here are his rules:
Amatic SC Bold, Bebas Kai and Proxima
Nova are thee font families which you can
use on design materials.

Titels Typeface

Bebas Kai regular

Use Amatic SC Bold for main titles and
quotes. All caps with tracking -10.
Body Typeface

Use Bebas Kai for secondary titles.
Proxima Nova for all other body text.

Amatic SC:

Bebas Kai:

Download font

Download font

PROXIMA NOVA Black
PROXIMA NOVA Bold
PROXIMA NOVA Medium
PROXIMA NOVA Light
10
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Jack is a huge fan of white and black.
These are the colors that should be
used most frequently for backgrounds.
If you ever want to shake things up
by adding any other icons, graphics,
illustrations or patterns, you can
use Jack Green or Jack Green Light.

JACK GREEN
RGB:

120 \ 190 \ 32

CMYK:

65 \ 0 \ 100 \ 0

HEX/HTML:

#78be20

PANTONE:

368 C

JACK BLACK

WHITE

RGB:

33 \ 35 \ 34

RGB:

255 \ 255 \ 255

RGB:

175 \ 213 \ 127

CMYK:

86 \ 70 \ 69 \ 95

CMYK:

0\0\0\0

CMYK:

38 \ 0 \ 62 \ 0

HEX/HTML:

#212322

HEX/HTML:

#ffffff

HEX/HTML:

#afd57f

PANTONE:

419 C

PANTONE:

WHITE

PANTONE:

366 C
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JACK GREEN LIGHT

06. PATTERN AND TEXTURE

meetjack guideline:
basic rules

www.meetjack.nl

Jack has artistic side, which he likes to
show every now and then in the form of
a pattern. This pattern represents small
pieces of jackfruit.
You can use this pattern for designing
posts, clothing or print material. But watch
out, make sure you don’t use the pattern
on backgrounds or on large surfaces.
For print production you can use the Kraft
texture, which represent the natural and
ecological side of Jack.

KRAFT TEXTURE
12

Main rules to use design
elements of brand

brand appliction

www.meetjack.nl

07. BUSINESS CARDS AND MENU

meetjack guideline:
brand application

www.meetjack.nl

Like a true star Jack is trained for the
spotlight, adapting to any type of channel.

JACK'
S

You can use real kraft paper to print your
business cards and menu.
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a
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t
ng j
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e fro
.

Here are two examples: personal and
company business cards.
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08. PAPER CUP
AND APRON

meetjack guideline:
brand application

Jack loves natural
materials.
You can stamp him on
them any chance you get.
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09. T-SHIRT

meetjack guideline:
brand application

Here is an example of
Jack’s rockstar t-shirt.
Front and back.
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10. FOOD
TRUCK

meetjack guideline:
brand application

What kind of adventurer
would Jack be without his
own pimped up camper?
Do make sure to have
wood elements on it at all
times. We don’t want to risk
Jack getting homesick in
the concrete jungle!
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11. WEBSITE DESIGN

meetjack guideline:
brand application
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HOME

Website pages design.

HOME

ABOUT JACK

A FRUIT FOR MEAT LOVERS
SERVE JACKFRUIT DISHES THAT PEOPLE LOVE

MEET JACK

ORDER JACKFRUIT

A FRUIT ALTERNATIVE TO MEAT

BIGGEST FRUIT IN THE WORLD
Jack weights 25kg and is 40cm tall on a good
day. He grows very quickly, needs very little
water, and does not require pesticides or
chemicals.
You can find him hanging on the trees of
South-East Asia and Brazil. If you go too far south
of the equator you have gone too far...

ARE YOUR GUESTS:
NEW FRUIT IN TOWN

Meat lovers?
Curious about plant-based cuisine?
Looking for a delicious culinary experience?
Chef’s like you struggle to find new plant-based
ingredients for their all time favorite dishes.
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A journey that started in 2018, when Kaline and
Marjolein ran into Jack while on vacaion in Asia.
Since then it's been quite a ride!
Long story short, they found jackfruit farmers, set
up a supply chain, developed new recipes, and

ABOUT JACK

ORDER JACKFRUIT

12. SOCIAL MEDIA
POSTS AND BANNERS

meetjack guideline:
brand application
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Examples of LinkedIn covers
and post design.

A JACKFRUIT A DAY
KEEPS THE DOCTOR
AWAY

JACK IS LOOKING
FOR A FRIEND
Internship marketing
and sales at the coolest food
start-up. link in bio.
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CO-FOUNDER

FINAL NOTE TO JACK’S
CREATIVE FRIENDS

meetjack guideline:
brand application

Remember that people love and connect with Jack
when they see him in action.
When sharing pictures prioritise amazing dishes and
happy people, rather than picture of Jack as
a jackfruit.
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SEE YOU ON THE PLATE.

